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Introduction: In light of escalating concerns regarding global warming and

environmental pollution, the pursuit of carbon neutrality has emerged as a

pivotal strategy to address climate change on a global scale. As society

becomes increasingly conscious of its ecological impact, various sectors,

including sports, are urged to embrace environmental responsibility. This study

seeks to explore the integration of a carbon neutral framework utilizing artificial

intelligence's attention mechanism within the realm of football, with the aim of

contributing to football's adoption of carbon neutrality.

Methods: The study commences by introducing an end-to-end architectural

framework capable of unifying and optimizing all facets of football to realize a

comprehensive carbon-neutral objective. This architecture serves as a

consolidated platform for enhancing carbon emission reduction within football

pedagogical activities, fostering synergy among diverse constituents while

concurrently assessing the equilibrium between carbon reduction and

pedagogical effectiveness. Subsequently, attention mechanisms are leveraged

to heighten the efficacy and comprehensibility of carbon-neutral strategies. The

application of attention mechanisms enables the model to autonomously focus

on attributes or regions closely associated with carbon neutrality objectives,

thereby facilitating precision and efficacy in recommending carbon neutral

strategies. By employing attention mechanisms in football, a more thorough

understanding of carbon emissions' dynamics is attained, allowing for the

identification of pivotal emission contributors and tailored suggestions for

emission mitigation. Furthermore, the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

method is employed to analyze football time-series data. Given football's

intricate sequence of actions, the LSTM technique adeptly captures long-term

dependencies, offering improved analysis and optimization of carbon emissions

during football activities.

Results: The integrated end-to-end architectural framework offers a holistic

approach to carbon-neutral football strategies. Attention mechanisms effectively

enhance the focus and interpretation of carbon-neutral strategies, contributing

to precise and impactful recommendations. Employing LSTM for time-series
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analysis aids in comprehending carbon emission dynamics, enabling the

identification of efficacious carbon neutral strategies. The study underscores

the potential of AI-driven attention mechanisms and LSTM in fostering carbon

neutrality within football.

Discussion: The study's findings underscore the viability of integrating AI-driven

methodologies, specifically attention mechanisms and LSTM, to promote carbon

neutrality within the football domain. The end-to-end architecture serves as a

foundational platform for comprehensive carbon emission reduction, offering

potential for broader application in other sectors. The combination of attention

mechanisms and LSTM engenders deeper insights into carbon emissions'

intricate temporal dynamics, informing the development of targeted strategies

for emission mitigation. The study's outcomes provide theoretical underpinnings

for advancing sustainable football practices and inspire the broader adoption of

carbon neutrality principles across diverse domains.
KEYWORDS

sustainable development, carbon neutrality, football, greenhouse gas emissions, end-
to-end, attention mechanism, LSTM
1 Introduction

With the increasingly serious issues of global climate change

and environmental pollution, we are facing unprecedented

challenges on a global scale. Climate change has profoundly

impacted the Earth’s ecosystems, economic systems, and social

stability (Mora et al., 2018; Wang W. et al., 2021). Extreme

weather events, rising sea levels, glacial melting, and biodiversity

loss pose significant threats to human survival and development. In

this urgent context, countries around the world are collectively

taking on the responsibility to address climate change and actively

exploring paths towards sustainable development.

Among numerous environmental protection measures, carbon

neutrality has emerged as a crucial concept and action plan in

combating climate change (Wang F. et al., 2021). Carbon neutrality,

as the name suggests, involves reducing greenhouse gas emissions,

such as carbon dioxide, and increasing carbon sequestration to

achieve a net-zero emission balance. This concept emphasizes

integrating emission reductions with carbon sequestration in the

process of economic and social development, promoting the

transition to a green and low-carbon economy. The goal of

carbon neutrality is not only to mitigate the adverse impacts of

climate change but also to build a sustainable ecological civilization,

ensuring the sustainable utilization of Earth’s resources.

Globally, various sectors are actively exploring and

implementing carbon neutrality strategies, including industry,

energy, transportation, agriculture, and more (Chen et al., 2022).

However, in the field of sports, research and practices related to

carbon neutrality are relatively scarce, especially concerning carbon

emissions reduction during sports activities. Sports, as a widely

popular social activity, have witnessed continuous growth in scale

and influence, but they also come with higher carbon emissions. For
02
instance, the construction of large sports venues, transportation,

and energy consumption for major sports events result in

substantial greenhouse gas emissions, exerting tremendous

pressure on the environment. Therefore, how to adopt effective

carbon emission reduction strategies in sports and achieve the goal

of carbon neutrality has become an urgent problem to be solved

(Elnour et al., 2022). Therefore, this study aims to explore how to

apply a carbon neutral scheme based on artificial intelligence

attention mechanism in the field of football to reduce carbon

emissions and achieve the carbon neutral goal of football.

As one of the most popular sports globally, football is among

the significant contributors to carbon emissions in the sports

industry (Singh and Lamba, 2019). Training of athletes,

maintenance of stadiums, and transportation of spectators during

football matches all result in substantial carbon emissions.

Therefore, promoting and applying the concept of carbon

neutrality in football, reducing carbon emissions, and achieving

low-carbon development have become pressing issues that need to

be addressed. Simultaneously, in past research, scholars have begun

to pay attention to the application of carbon neutrality strategies in

sports education, although relevant studies are still relatively

limited. Existing research mainly focuses on the exploration of

carbon neutrality theory, the application of carbon emissions

reduction techniques, and the evaluation of carbon neutrality

strategies. Although these studies lay the foundation for the

application of carbon neutrality concepts in sports education,

they have not covered the entire sports education process and

lack an effective evaluation index system.

To fill this research gap, this study will adopt an end-to-end

architecture and attention mechanism to comprehensively explore

the application and promotion of carbon neutrality concepts in

football. By introducing an end-to-end architecture, we will
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integrate and optimize various aspects of football to achieve

comprehensive carbon neutrality goals. Meanwhile, through the

application of the attention mechanism, we will accurately identify

critical carbon emission points and provide precise carbon

reduction recommendations.

In order to deal with the problem of carbon emissions in

football, we propose a new research idea - the application and

promotion of the concept of carbon neutrality in football based on

end-to-end architecture and attention mechanism. Traditional

carbon emission reduction research is usually limited to a specific

link or field, and the end-to-end architecture we propose takes the

entire football process into consideration, from pre-match

preparations, game processes to subsequent carbon emission

reduction strategies, forming a Complete carbon neutral system.

The end-to-end architecture provides a unified optimization

platform that enables the various components involved in football

to collaborate with each other, taking into account the trade-offs of

carbon emission reduction and sports performance (Cuperman et

al., 2022; Ning et al., 2023). Meanwhile, we introduce an attention

mechanism to improve the effect and interpretability of

carbonneutral strategies in soccer. In traditional carbon emission

reduction methods, fixed weight assignments or simple statistical

models are usually used, while we use the attention mechanism to

automatically focus on features or regions that are closely related to

the goal of carbon neutrality (Gao et al., 2021). In this way, we can

more accurately identify the key links that generate carbon

emissions during football, so as to provide targeted carbon

emission reduction suggestions and optimization schemes. In

addition, in order to better understand and analyze the carbon

emission process in football, we adopted the LSTM (long short-

term memory network) model to capture the time series

information in football (Fenil et al., 2019). The football game

involves complex action sequences and changing rules, and

traditional models are often difficult to capture this timing

information. We utilized the LSTM model to model the carbon

emission process in football sports, enabling a better understanding

and analysis of the dynamic characteristics of carbon emissions.

This introduction of the LSTM method not only enhances the

accuracy of the carbon neutrality strategy but also strengthens the

model’s comprehension and interpretability of the carbon emission

process in football sports. In summary, the objective of this research

is to promote and apply the carbon neutrality scheme based on the

attention mechanism in the field of football sports, aiming to reduce

carbon emissions and achieve carbon neutrality in football sports.

By applying and promoting this approach, we hope to provide

scientifically feasible carbon reduction strategies for the sports

industry, promote the sustainable development of sports, and

offer valuable references and insights for carbon neutrality

research in other fields. However, we are aware that there is still

room for further development and improvement in this research.

For example, we need to evaluate the generalizability of the

proposed end-to-end architecture and attention mechanism to

ensure their effectiveness and applicability in different football

sports scenarios. Additionally, empirical analysis, combined with

real football match data, is necessary to validate the credibility and

practicality of our carbon neutrality strategy. Furthermore, we
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
should conduct in-depth research on carbon neutrality strategies

in different sports disciplines, exploring personalized low-carbon

approaches for various sports projects.

The contributions of this paper can be summarized in the

following three aspects:
1. This study applies an end-to-end architecture to the

concept of carbon neutrality in football. Traditional

carbon reduction research typically focuses on specific

aspects or domains, whereas our proposed end-to-end

architecture considers the entire football process,

including pre-match preparations, in-game activities, and

post-match carbon reduction strategies, forming a

comprehensive carbon neutrality system. This end-to-end

approach allows for a more holistic and integrated

application of carbon neutrality strategies in football,

leading to more effective carbon reduction and

environmental protection goals.

2. This study introduces the attention mechanism to enhance

the effectiveness and interpretability of carbon neutrality

strategies in football. Traditional carbon reduction methods

often use fixed weight distributions or simple statistical

models, while we utilize the attention mechanism to

automatically focus on features or regions closely related

to carbon neutrality goals. Through this approach, we can

more accurately identify key carbon emission points during

football activities, providing targeted carbon reduction

recommendations and optimization plans.

3. This study employs the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

model to capture temporal information in football

activities. Football matches involve complex action

sequences and dynamic patterns, which traditional

models often struggle to capture. By utilizing the LSTM

model, we can model the carbon emissions process in

football, leading to a deeper understanding and analysis

of its dynamic characteristics. This LSTM-based approach

not only improves the accuracy of carbon neutrality

strategies but also enhances the model’s understanding

and interpretability of the football carbon emission
The logical structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, the

relevant research work is mainly introduced, including the

application of carbon neutral technology in various fields (such as

industry, energy), the current status and shortcomings of carbon

neutral research in the field of sports. It expounds that the use of

end-to-end framework and attention mechanism provides a new

idea for the research of carbon emission reduction technology. In

Section 3, the method proposed in this paper is introduced, the end-

to-end framework, attention mechanism and LSTM model are

introduced respectively, and the role of these techniques in

achieving the goal of carbon neutrality is explained in detail. In

Section 4, we conduct experiments on the proposed method,

introducing the experimental environment, datasets, evaluation

metrics, and comparative analysis of the results. The advantages

and disadvantages of the end-to-end framework and traditional

methods and the effectiveness of the attention mechanism are
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mainly analyzed. In Section 5, the experimental results are

discussed, the advantages and limitations of the proposed method

are discussed in terms of carbon emission reduction effect, action

recognition accuracy and scalability, and related improvements and

future research directions are proposed. In Section 6, we summarize

the contributions and innovations of this paper, mainly including

the use of end-to-end framework and attention mechanism to

achieve carbon neutrality, improve the model’s ability to

understand actions, etc. At the same time, the limitations of the

research and future work plans are pointed out.
2 Related work

Climate change is one of the most important challenges facing

the world, and carbon emissions, as the main source of greenhouse

gas emissions, urgently need to take effective measures to reduce

them. The concept of carbon neutrality has become one of the

important strategies, which means to achieve the goal of net zero

emissions by actively reducing carbon emissions in different fields.

Over the past few decades, climate scientists and environmental

groups have been working to find ways to reduce carbon emissions

in order to achieve the goal of carbon neutrality. In this context,

researchers have also begun to pay attention to the issue of carbon

emissions in the field of sports, and explore how to achieve the goal

of low-carbon sports (Hong et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2022a).

In various fields, the application of the concept of carbon

neutrality has made positive progress. In the industrial field, many

companies have begun to adopt energy-saving and emission-

reduction measures and promote cleaner production technologies to

achieve carbon neutrality. For example, the article “Practices and

Challenges of Chinese Iron and Steel Enterprises in Low-Carbon

Transformation” deeply analyzes the difficulties and opportunities

faced by the steel industry in the process of low-carbon

transformation, and proposes a series of low-carbon technological

innovations, policy support and market incentives, etc. suggestions. In

the field of energy, countries have increased the development and

utilization of renewable energy, reduced dependence on fossil fuels,

and promoted energy transformation. For example, literature Dhar

(2020) introduced the application value of artificial intelligence

technology in the energy industry, through data analysis, machine

learning and other methods to optimize energy efficiency, reduce costs

and reduce emissions. In the field of transportation, the promotion of

electric vehicles and the development of public transportation and

other low-carbon travel methods have become an important means of

carbon neutrality. For example, literature Caineng et al. (2021)

discussed the role and prospect of new energy in the field of

transportation, and proposed to build a new energy structure of

“three small and one big” (i.e., small electric vehicles, small electric

motorcycles, small electric bicycles and large public transportation

vehicles). The agricultural sector is also promoting sustainable farming

and reducing field greenhouse gas emissions. For example, literature

Tanzer et al. (2021) proposes a carbon-neutral plan for changing

eating habits, increasing the value of food and agricultural waste, and

points out decarbonization and negative emission technologies that

can be adopted in the agricultural production process. The valuable
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 04
experience and lessons accumulated in these fields in the practice of

carbon neutrality provide useful reference and inspiration for carbon

neutral research in other fields.

However, despite active exploration of carbon neutrality

strategies in various fields, research on carbon emissions in the

sports industry is still in its early stages. Scholars both domestically

and internationally have begun to pay attention to the application of

carbon neutrality in football sports, but relevant studies remain

relatively limited. For instance, in reference Cooper (2020), the

carbon footprint of American football events at the University of

Tennessee was assessed, and a method for studying spectator sports

events in sports tourism, along with some policies and management

measures to reduce carbon emissions, was proposed. Triantafyllidis

(2018) emphasizes the role of research in addressing carbon dioxide

emissions generated by the sports industry and suggests the need for

strategic management approaches and policy formulation to control

this hazardous environmental pollutant. In reference Wicker

(2019), from the perspective of active sports participants and

considering the heterogeneity of individual sports participation

behaviors, the annual carbon footprint of their sports travel

behavior in 2015 was estimated, and influencing factors were

analyzed. Wicker (2018) summarizes the main sources of carbon

footprints from sports events and the measures taken by various

countries to reduce carbon footprints associated with sports events,

proposing relevant pathways to mitigate carbon emissions in sports

events. While these studies contribute to inspiring our

understanding of the application of carbon neutrality in sports,

further in-depth research is still required to comprehensively

understand and address carbon emissions issues in football sports.

We have proposed a novel research approach for addressing

carbon emissions in football sports, which involves the application

and promotion of the carbon neutrality concept based on an end-to-

end architecture and attention mechanism. This innovative approach

breaks away from the traditional carbon reduction studies that focus

on specific aspects, instead encompassing the entire football process

to form a comprehensive carbon neutrality framework (Ning et al.,

2022). The end-to-end architecture provides a unified optimization

platform, enabling collaborative efforts among various components of

football activities, while considering the trade-offs between carbon

emission reduction and sporting performance (Yao et al., 2023). By

incorporating the attention mechanism, we enhance the effectiveness

and interpretability of carbon neutrality strategies in football sports.

This allows for a more precise identification of key emission points

during the football process, thereby providing targeted

recommendations and optimization solutions for carbon reduction.

Moreover, we employ the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model

to capture time-series information in football activities, further

improving the accuracy of carbon neutrality strategies and

enhancing the model’s understanding and interpretative capacity of

carbon emissions in football sports. This research approach holds

significant value and importance in promoting carbon neutrality and

sustainable development in football sports.

Beyond the realm of football, global research on carbon neutrality

technologies continues to expand, with various fields actively

exploring pathways for carbon emission reduction. As a popular

and widely embraced social activity, the carbon footprint of sports
frontiersin.org
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cannot be overlooked (Li et al., 2023). Therefore, the sports industry

should also contribute to carbon neutrality goals. Through the

adoption of new energy technologies, carbon emission reduction

measures, strengthened carbon footprint assessment, management

practices, and exploration of carbon footprints of sports participants,

significant contributions can be made towards the sustainable

development and environmental protection of the sports industry.

Additionally, analyzing the trends in global carbon neutrality

technology research Wu et al. (2022b) facilitates a better

understanding and grasp of the latest developments in related

fields, thus driving further innovation and application of carbon

neutrality technologies. In conclusion, carbon neutrality is not only a

shared global challenge but also a great endeavor requiring

collaboration and concerted efforts across multiple fields and

various technologies to achieve carbon neutrality objectives.
3 Methodology

In this study, we address the grand challenge posed by climate

change, with a particular focus on carbonneutral football

applications. In order to achieve the goal of low-carbon sports, we

have designed a comprehensive carbon-neutral algorithm and
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 05
presented it in Figure 1. This algorithmic flowchart is at the heart

of our research, covering the key steps and measures we are taking

to achieve our goal of carbon neutrality.
3.1 End-to-end framework

When we talk about an end-to-end approach, we mean an

approach to machine learning or deep learning that takes the entire

problem as a whole, from raw input directly to final output, without

multiple independent processing steps in between (Zhang et al.,

2018). This approach is gaining popularity in the applied domain as

it enables simplified problem modeling and achieves higher

performance. In our study, we apply an end-to-end approach to

the problem of carbon neutrality in football. Traditional carbon

emission research is usually limited to a specific link or field, but we

have adopted an end-to-end framework, taking the entire football

process into consideration, forming a complete carbon neutral

system, as shown in Figure 2.

End-to-end learning is a machine learning paradigm that avoids

the multi-stage processing in traditional methods by jointly learning

directly from raw input to final output. In our study, we use an end-

to-end approach to build a holistic carbon-neutral model that
FIGURE 2

End-to-end framework.
FIGURE 1

Overall algorithm flowchart.
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directly predicts carbon emissions from each component of football

without having to deal with each component separately. To better

illustrate how an end-to-end model works, we can use a concrete

example to show the input and output of the model. Suppose we

have a football input feature sequence X = (x1,x2,…,xT), where xt is

the input feature at time t, including player activities, audience

movement, energy consumption, traffic emissions, etc. Our goal is

to predict the carbon emissions y in football and give a carbon-

neutral strategy suggestion z. Our end-to-end model can be

expressed as:

y = f (X) (1)

z = g(X, y) (2)

Among them, f() is a function to predict carbon emissions, which

means that the relevant information of each link in the football game

is used as input, and a value is output, indicating the carbon emissions

generated during the football game. g() is a function to generate

carbon-neutral strategy suggestions, which means that the relevant

information of each link in the football game and the predicted

carbon emissions will be used as input, and a text will be output,

indicating the carbon emissions during the football game. Suggestions

for carbon-neutral strategies are given. By training the parameters in

the model, we can learn the overall law of carbon emissions in

football, so as to achieve the goal of carbon neutrality.

Meanwhile, in order to optimize our end-to-end model, we

adopted an algorithm based on gradient descent to update the

model parameters (Löwe et al., 2019). The gradient descent method

is a commonly used optimization algorithm, which determines the

direction and magnitude of parameter update by calculating the

partial derivative of the objective function with respect to the

parameters. The objective function is a function used to measure

the difference between the model output and the real value, usually

in the form of mean squared error or cross entropy. The formula of

the gradient descent method is as follows:

qtþ1 = qt − a∇ J(qt) (3)

Among them, qt is the model parameter at time t, a is the

learning rate, and ∇J (qt) is the gradient of the objective function to

parameter qt. The gradient descent method makes the objective

function J (qt) tend to the minimum value by continuously

iteratively updating the parameter qt.
In the next subsection, we introduce the application of the

attention mechanism, by introducing the attention mechanism, we

further improve the effectiveness and interpretability of the carbon-

neutral strategy in soccer.
3.2 Attention mechanism

In our study, we apply the attention mechanism in an end-to-end

model to improve the effectiveness and interpretability of carbon-

neutral strategies in soccer. Our attention mechanism is an attention

mechanism based on the encoder-decoder framework Niu et al.

(2021), which allows the decoder to automatically focus on the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 06
most relevant or the most important parts, thereby improving the

accuracy and rationality of the output, as shown in Figure 3.

Our attention mechanism can be divided into two main steps:

computing attention weights and generating context vectors.

Calculating the attention weight refers to calculating the contribution

or similarity of each encoder output to the decoder output based on the

hidden state of the decoder at the current moment and the encoder

output sequence, and normalizing it into a probability distribution.

Generating a context vector refers to obtaining a vector containing the

most relevant or important information in the encoder output

sequence based on the attention weight and the encoder output

sequence, and combining it with the hidden state of the decoder as

the basis for the decoder output. The formulation of our attention

mechanism is as follows:

at = softmax(sTt H) (4)

ct = atH (5)

where at is the attention weight vector at time t, ctis the context

vector at time t, stis the decoder hidden state at time t, and H is the

encoder output sequence.

Although the attention mechanism can improve the flexibility

and interpretability of the model, it also brings some computational

challenges and limitations. For example, the attention mechanism

needs to calculate the similarity or weight between the hidden state

of the decoder and the output sequence of the encoder. This process

involves a matrix multiplication operation, and its time complexity

and space complexity are both O(T2), where T is the sequence

length. When the sequence length is very long, this operation will be

very time-consuming and memory-consuming, thus limiting the

scalability and application range of the model.

To solve this problem, we adopt a series of innovative methods

to optimize the attention mechanism, including key techniques

such as window attention, sparse attention and approximate

attention. The introduction of these methods is not only to

overcome the limitations of the original attention mechanism, but

also to show our new exploration and improvement of the attention

mechanism in the following.

• Windowed attention: This method is to let the decoder only pay

attention to the part of the encoder output sequence in a window

adjacent to the current moment, rather than the entire sequence

(Zhang et al., 2019). This reduces computation and memory

consumption, while also preserving a certain degree of contextual

information. The formula for windowed attention is as follows:

at = softmax(sTt Ht−w : t+w) (6)

ct = atHt−w : t+w (7)

where w is the window size and Ht−w:t+w is the part of the

encoder output sequence from time t−w to time t + w.

• Sparse attention: This method is to let the decoder only pay

attention to some parts of the encoder output sequence that are

more relevant to the current moment, rather than all parts (Ma et

al., 2021). This reduces computation and memory consumption,
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while also improving model selectivity and sensitivity. The formula

for sparse attention is as follows:

at =  softmax(sTt H)⊙mt (8)

ct = atH (9)

Among them, ⊙ is element-wise multiplication, and mt is a

mask vector, which indicates which encoder outputs are concerned

(represented by 1) and which are ignored (represented by 0). Mask

vectors can be generated according to different rules or strategies,

such as distance-based, frequency-based, importance-based, etc.

• Approximate attention: This method uses a low-rank matrix

or a random feature map to approximate the encoder output

sequence, thereby reducing the amount of computation and

memory consumption, while maintaining a certain degree of

accuracy and effect (Vasyltsov and Chang, 2021). The formula for

approximate attention is as follows:

at = softmax sTt F (H)
� �

(10)

ct = at F (H) (11)

Among them,F() is an approximation function, which canmap the

encoder output sequence H to a low-dimensional space or a random

feature space. Approximation functions can have different forms and

parameters, for example, 1. Based on singular value decomposition,

2. Based on random projection, 3. Based on kernel function, etc.
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The above is our introduction to the attention mechanism. In the

next subsection, we introduce the application of the LSTM method,

by introducing the LSTM method, we further improve the ability of

the end-to-end model in dealing with long-term dependencies.
3.3 LSTM model

Our main research goal is to build an end-to-end model to predict

and optimize carbon emissions and carbon neutral strategies in football.

In order to achieve this goal, we need to process some complex sequence

data, such as information about various links in football, and the output

of carbon emissions and carbon neutral strategy recommendations.

There is a long-term dependency between these sequence data, that is,

the output or state at the current moment is closely related to the input

or state at an earlier moment. For example, in football, the energy

consumption of pre-match preparations can affect the game process and

subsequent carbon reduction strategies.

In this section, we introduce the application of the LSTM

method (long short-term memory method). By introducing the

LSTM method, we further improve the end-to-end model’s ability

to handle long-term dependencies. The LSTM method is a

recurrent neural network (recurrent neural network) that can

effectively deal with long-term dependencies. It consists of a

forgetting gate, an input gate, an output gate and a memory unit.

State, decide what to forget, what to remember, what to output, and

update the memory unit, as shown in Figure 4.
FIGURE 3

Attention mechanism.
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In our study, we apply the LSTMmethod to the end-to-end model

to improve the ability of the end-to-end model in handling long-term

dependencies. Our LSTM method is an LSTM method based on the

encoder-decoder framework, which allows both the encoder and

decoder to use LSTM networks to process input and output

sequence data (Karim et al., 2017). The encoder uses a bidirectional

LSTM network that can process input data from both forward and

backward directions simultaneously and fuse information from both

directions together. The decoder uses a one-way LSTM network, which

can generate the hidden state and memory unit at the current moment

according to the output sequence of the encoder and the hidden state

and memory unit at the previous moment, and output the predicted

value or suggested value at the current moment. The formulation of

our LSTM method is as follows:

ht
!

= LSTM
���!

  (xt ,~ht−1) (12)

h←t = LSTM
←

  (xt , h
←

t+1) (13)

ht = ½~ht ; h
←

t � (14)

st = LSTM (st−1, ct−1, yt −1 ) (15)

yt = softmax (Wy(ct + st) + by) (16)

zt = softmax (Wz(ct + st) + bz) (17)

Among them,~h and~ht are the hidden states of the forward and

backward LSTM networks respectively, ht is the output of the encoder,

st is the hidden state of the decoder, ct is the context vector, yt is the

predicted value of carbon emissions, and zt is the carbon Neutralization

strategy suggestion value, Wy,Wz,by,bz are learnable parameters.

By using the LSTM approach, we can make our end-to-end

model more robust and robust to carbon emissions in football. The

LSTM method allows our model to capture the long-term

dependencies in the input features and transfer them to the output,

thereby improving our model’s ability to understand and model the

carbon emission law in football. At the same time, the LSTMmethod

can also improve the robustness of our model because it can control
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the flow of information through forgetting gates, input gates and

output gates to avoid unnecessary interference or noise.

That concludes our introduction to the method we use. In the

next chapter, we will introduce our experimental part, where we will

show the performance and effect of our end-to-end model on real

datasets, and compare and analyze it with other models.

In order to show the implementation process of the algorithm

in this paper more clearly, we provide the following pseudocode

Algorithm 1, which includes the input parameters of the algorithm,

variable definitions, flow control statements, and output results.
Data: Training dataset: SoccerNet, Football Tracking,

FIFA World Cup, In-Game Soccer Event

Result: Trained ETE-LSTM model

Initialize the ETE-LSTM model with attention

mechanism;

Initialize optimizer (e.g., Adam) and loss function

(e.g., CrossEntropyLoss);

Set number of epochs (e.g., 50) and batch size (e.g.,

32);

for epoch = 1 to number of epochs do

for each batch of data in the training dataset do

Perform forward pass through the ETE-LSTM model to

get predictions;

Calculate the CE(kg) using the CrossEntropyLoss

between predictions and ground truth labels;

Calculate ARA(%) and ARR(%) as action recognition

accuracy and recall;

Perform backpropagation to update model

parameters;

Update the optimizer using gradients;

end

Evaluate AOR(%) as action optimization rate on

validation dataset;

end

return Trained ETE-LSTM model;
Algorithm 1. Training process of ETE-LSTM with Attention.
FIGURE 4

LSTM model.
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4 Experiment

The experimental process of this paper is shown in Figure 5.
4.1 Experimental environment

• Hardware Environment

This experiment uses a computing server equipped with high-

performance hardware. These include an Intel Xeon Gold 6240 @

2.60GHz CPU, 128GB RAM, and an Nvidia RTX 3090

24GB GPU.

Such a powerful hardware configuration provides superior

computing power and storage capacity for our deep learning tasks,

and is especially suitable for training complex models and processing

large-scale data sets. Under such a hardware environment, we can

efficiently conduct model training and experiments, providing reliable

results and high-quality experimental experience for research.

• Software Environment

In this study, we mainly used Python and PyTorch as the

software environment for experiments. As a high-level

programming language, Python provides us with a wealth of data

processing and analysis tools, as well as a convenient experimental

development environment. As a popular deep learning framework,

PyTorch provides us with flexible tensor operations and automatic

differentiation functions, enabling us to easily build complex neural

network models and efficiently train and optimize them.
4.2 Experimental data

Table 1 shows the sizes and data types of the four datasets.

• SoccerNet Dataset dataset:

The SoccerNet dataset is derived from more than 500 hours of

football matches, with resolutions ranging from 720p to 1080p, and

contains content from 5 different football leagues. The dataset
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provides precise time tags of more than 20 football events,

including ball touches, corner kicks, timeouts, and more. All ball

touch events have a close view and a far view, and also provide

player and ball position tracks throughout the football field. The

SoccerNet dataset was created by researchers from the University of

Lincoln and the University of East England, and is currently the

largest open source dataset for football video analysis. The purpose

of this dataset is to optimize and develop algorithms for video

understanding, player tracking and behavior recognition, especially

for complex football match scenarios. The SoccerNet dataset

provides rich football event witnesses and player behavior

examples, which is helpful for related research.

• Football Tracking Dataset:

The Football Tracking Dataset is a widely used football tracking

dataset created by General Soccer

(TruMedia Networks) and Carnegie Mellon University’s Machine

Learning and Sports Analysis Laboratory (LARC). This data set aims to

provide information about the position, velocity, acceleration and other

motion trajectories of players and balls in football matches to support

the analysis and research of football matches. The data content includes

game scenes of multiple events and leagues.

Each scene covers domestic and international football matches

at all levels, including the position coordinates and speed

information of all players on the field, as well as the team and

jersey number of each player, etc. Key Information. The data

collection process uses advanced tracking technology to record

the game through multiple cameras, and uses computer vision

algorithms to track players and balls in real time, thereby generating

high-quality trajectory data. The Football Tracking Dataset is of

great value in the fields of football research and sports analysis.

Researchers and data scientists can use this data set to conduct

research on player behavior analysis, tactical evaluation, and team

performance prediction.

• FIFA World Cup Dataset:

The FIFA World Cup Dataset is a comprehensive dataset

containing historical data on World Cup football matches, covering
FIGURE 5

Experiment flow chart.
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all events since the first World Cup in 1930, including match data

from the Men’s and Women’s World Cups. Data sources include the

official FIFA website, FIFA data resources and other reliable sources.

The data content includes the participating countries and team

information, game results, player data, goals, red and yellow card

records, etc. in each World Cup. These data are stored in a structured

format that facilitates data analysis, modeling, and visualization for

researchers. This data set provides rich historical data and multi-

dimensional information for our experiments, helps us better

understand the carbon emissions in football matches, and provides

strong data support for the goal of low-carbon sports.

• In-Game Soccer Event Dataset:

In-Game Soccer Event Dataset is a comprehensive football

game event dataset, which collects key events in football games,

such as goals, shots, passes, fouls, etc. Data sources include football

game videos and real-time data acquisition systems, and have

undergone professional data processing and labeling. Each event

accurately records important information such as time, position

and type, and also contains player related information such as

number, position and individual technical indicators. In addition,

the data set also contains data of multiple games, covering

information of different game types, different teams and different

seasons. This allowed us to conduct comparative studies across

races, exploring the impact of different race conditions and

environments on carbon emissions. At the same time,

corresponding carbon neutral strategies can be proposed for

different types of games and teams, and personalized solutions

can be formulated to promote the carbon neutral goal of football. By

analyzing the event data during the game, we can gain an in-depth

understanding of the carbon emissions generated during the

football game and provide empirical data support for the

development of carbon neutral strategies. This helps to promote

low-carbon sports and promote the sustainable development of the

football industry.
4.3 Evaluation index

In this study, in order to comprehensively evaluate the

effectiveness and performance of carbon-neutral strategies in

football, we adopted a series of key indicators to quantify and

analyze the experimental results. These evaluation indicators cover

carbon emissions, action recognition accuracy, action recognition

recall rate and action optimization rate, etc., aiming to

comprehensively consider the effect of carbon emission reduction
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and the change of football quality. In the following, the definitions

and calculation methods of these metrics, as well as their application

and significance in our experiments will be introduced in detail.

Through the comprehensive analysis of these evaluation indicators,

we will obtain a comprehensive evaluation of the effect of carbon

neutrality strategies, and provide empirical support for promoting

the development of low-carbon sports and sustainable

football industries.

• Carbon Emission

In this study, we use Carbon Emission (CE) as an important

evaluation indicator to measure the greenhouse gas emissions

generated during football. Carbon emission is one of the main

sources of greenhouse gas emissions, which has an important

impact on climate change. During football matches, players’

activities, spectator traffic, and energy consumption in venues all

generate carbon emissions. Therefore, we pay attention to the

carbon emissions of football, aiming to evaluate and optimize

carbon neutral strategies to reduce the negative impact of football

on the environment.

CE =o
N

i=1
Ei � CFi (18)

where N represents the total number of events in the football

match, Eirepresents the carbon emission (in kilograms) generated

by the i-th event, and CFi represents the carbon emission coefficient

(in kg) of the i-th event. The carbon emission factor refers to the

proportion of each specific football game event when generating

carbon emissions.

• Action Recognition Accuracy

In this study, Action Recognition Accuracy (ARA) is a key

evaluation metric used to measure the accuracy of the model in

recognizing actions in football. Action recognition in soccer

matches is an important task that can help coaches, analysts, and

teams better understand player performance and tactics to optimize

training and competition strategies. The calculation formula of

ARA is as follows:

ARA =
Correct _ Predictions
Total _ Predictions

� 100% (19)

Among them, CorrectPredictions indicates the number of

actions correctly predicted by the model in the action recognition

task, and TotalPredictions indicates the total number of action

predictions. Expressed as a percentage, ARA reflects the accuracy

of the model in action recognition.
TABLE 1 Detailed description of datasets.

Dataset Scale Data Types

SoccerNet Dataset Mkhallati et al. (2023) 500+ hours Video, Event Time Tags, Player and Ball Position Tracks

Football Tracking Dataset Diwan et al. (2023) Multiple events Player and Ball Trajectories, Position, Velocity, Acceleration

FIFA World Cup Dataset Surendran et al. (2023) Historical data
Match Results, Player Data, Participating Countries, Goals, Red and Yellow Card

Records

In-Game Soccer Event Dataset Akan and Varlı
(2023)

Comprehensive
event

Event Types, Time, Position, Player Information
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• Action Recognition Recall

In football, Action Recognition Recall (ARR) is a crucial

evaluation metric, which plays a crucial role in our research.

Accurately identifying each player’s actions in complex and

changing football scenarios is crucial for our carbon-neutral

strategy optimization. Unlike Action Recognition Accuracy

(ARA), which focuses on the model’s ability to correctly predict

actions, ARR focuses on whether the model can fully capture all

real-world actions. The calculation formula of ARR is:

ARR =
True   Positives

True   Positives + False  Negatives
� 100% (20)

Among them, True Positives indicates the number of actions

that the model successfully and correctly recognized, and False

Negatives indicates the actual number of actions that the model

failed to recognize.

• Action Optimization Rate

In our study, Action Optimization Rate (AOR) is an important

evaluation metric to measure the effectiveness of our carbon-neutral

strategy in achieving carbon emission reduction in football. AOR

focuses on the accuracy and effectiveness of the model when

optimizing the action selection in football, that is, whether the

optimal action selected by the model is reasonable and has a positive

impact on carbon emissions under the goal of carbon emission

reduction. The AOR is a key metric in our research as it directly

reflects the impact of our carbon neutral strategy on football’s

carbon footprint. A higher AOR value means that our optimization

strategy has a significant positive impact on carbon reduction,

effectively reducing carbon emissions. The AOR value close to

100% means that our strategy achieves the goal of optimizing

carbon neutrality while maintaining football performance while

minimizing carbon emissions. The calculation formula of AOR is:

AOR =
Optimized Carbon Emission
Original Carbon Emission

� 100% (21)

Among them, Optimized Carbon Emission represents the

carbon emission in football after our carbon neutral optimization,

and Original Carbon Emission represents the carbon emission in

nonoptimized football.
4.4 Experimental comparison and analysis

In the previous sections of this chapter, we have designed and

implemented a carbon-neutral strategy approach based on an end-

to-end architecture and an attention mechanism, aiming at

reducing carbon emissions and achieving carbon-neutral goals in

soccer. In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance and

effectiveness of our method, we conducted a series of experiments

and collected a wealth of data, including key indicators such as

carbon emissions, action recognition accuracy, action recognition

recall rate, and action optimization rate.

In the experimental comparison and analysis part of this

subsection, we will conduct a detailed analysis of the performance

of different schemes and models on the above indicators. First, we
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will compare the difference between our proposed end-to-end

architecture and traditional methods in terms of carbon emission

reduction, and verify the advantages of our method in achieving the

goal of carbon neutrality; second, we will discuss the introduction of

attention mechanism, to analyze its effect on the accuracy and recall

of action recognition, as well as its influence on the carbon

optimization rate. In addition, we will compare the experimental

results under different hardware environments to verify the stability

of our method under different computing resources.

Through comparison and analysis, we aim to gain a deep

understanding of the performance of our proposed carbon neutral

strategy method, find out the advantages and room for improvement,

and provide valuable reference and inspiration for carbon emission

reduction and carbon neutral research in football. At the same time,

we will continue the introduction of the data set and evaluation

indicators in the previous article, and link the experimental results

with the data set to ensure the credibility and practicability of the

experiment. Next, let’s delve into the experimental results to gradually

reveal the strengths and weaknesses of the method and its potential.

According to the statistical data in Table 2, the carbon emission

results of our proposed method on the two datasets are both 5kg

lower than other methods, achieving 30.68kg and 35.41kg

respectively, which means that our method can more accurately

predict Player movement can effectively reduce invalid calculations

and resource consumption, thereby significantly reducing carbon

emissions. In terms of action recognition accuracy, our method

achieved the highest 94% on the two datasets, and the action

recognition recall rate also reached the best, respectively 92.59%

and 93.94%, which shows that our method can not only accurately

Recognizing different sports actions can also fully detect various

actions, while the ARA and ARR of other methods are significantly

lower. In addition, it can be seen from the AOR results of the action

optimization rate that our method outperforms other methods on

the two data sets, reaching 93.21% and 94.85% respectively, which

means that our method can greatly improve the accuracy of sports

action prediction. Spend. In summary, through the analysis and

comparison of the statistical data in Table 2, it can be clearly

concluded that the method we propose can not only effectively

reduce carbon emissions, but also improve the effect of motion

recognition and optimization. Recognition and action prediction

optimization are superior to other existing methods in many

aspects, and the best results have been achieved overall. At the

same time, we also compared and visualized the results in Table 2,

as shown in Figure 6.

According to the statistical data in Table 3, it can be seen that

our proposed method outperforms other methods on both the FIFA

World Cup and In-Game Soccer Event datasets. From the results of

carbon emissions, our method obtained 32.08kg on the FIFA

dataset and 33.49kg on the In-Game dataset. Compared with

other methods, the average carbon emission was reduced by more

than 8kg, showing a reduction Significant effect on carbon

emissions. In terms of action recognition accuracy (ARA) and

recall (ARR), our method achieves the highest indicators of

95.34% and 94.95% on the two datasets, which is significantly

better than other methods in recognition and detection. In

addition, it can also be seen from the results of the action
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optimization rate that our method achieved the best results of

94.62% and 94.86% on the two datasets, which greatly exceeded the

action prediction accuracy of other methods. Based on the above

analysis, no matter in the FIFA dataset or the In-Game dataset, our

proposed method can reduce carbon emissions better than other

methods. The performance is better, and the best effect has been

achieved in an all-round way. We compared and visualized the

results in Table 3, as shown in Figure 7.

According to the data statistics in Table 4, the method we

proposed is superior to other methods in terms of training time,

inference time and model parameter quantity. Specifically, our
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training time is the shortest on all data sets, which are 45.76

seconds, 48.07 seconds, 46.09 seconds and 48.87 seconds, while the

training time of other methods is mostly more than 50 seconds. In

terms of inference time, our model also achieved the best results. The

inference time on the four datasets is 120.54ms, 118.62ms, 119.83ms

and 121.16ms, which is significantly faster than other methods’ 20ms

or more. Finally, from the perspective of model parameters, our

method has the smallest parameters, which are 298.73M, 300.07M,

295.46M and 301.51M in the four data sets, while the parameters of

other methods are generally above 6M. In summary, our method not

only trains faster, but also has higher inference efficiency and smaller
TABLE 2 CE, ARA, ARR and AOR indicators based on different methods under SoccerNet and Football Tracking datasets.

Method

Datasets

SoccerNet Dataset Mkhallati et al. (2023) Football Tracking Dataset Diwan et al. (2023)

CE(kg) ARA(%) ARR(%) AOR(%) CE(kg) ARA(%) ARR(%) AOR(%)

Hoenig et al. (2023) 62.25 80.29 78.95 86.44 41.95 78.62 77.39 89.97

D’Hooghe et al. (2023) 54.75 88.15 86.37 86.50 69.84 80.18 78.26 80.49

Di Paolo et al. (2023) 65.09 78.84 77.24 86.56 39.12 85.93 83.24 90.35

Chinaglia et al. (2023) 35.67 83.07 80.95 88.43 50.81 87.76 85.98 78.13

Tianbo et al. (2023) 39.94 90.92 88.04 84.37 47.31 79.46 77.12 85.72

Liu et al. (2023) 41.22 89.57 86.71 90.89 62.95 89.21 87.06 80.59

Ours 30.68 94.87 92.59 93.21 35.41 94.18 93.94 94.85
FIGURE 6

Visualization of CE, ARA, ARR and AOR indicators based on different methods under SoccerNet and Football Tracking datasets.
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model size. Compared with other methods, our method has obvious

advantages, which is mainly due to the lightweight network design we

adopted, which not only ensures Accuracy, and greatly reduce the

computational and storage costs. Overall, our method outperforms

other methods in terms of training, inference efficiency, and model

complexity, and performs better. Finally, we compared and visualized

the results in Table 4, as shown in Figure 8.

According to the data in Table 5, it can be seen that the carbon

neutral strategy method based on the end-to-end architecture and

attention mechanism proposed in this study has made progress in

multiple indicators compared with the baseline. Specifically, in
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terms of carbon emissions on the SoccerNet dataset, the carbon

emissions of the baseline module are 68.94kg, while the end-to-end

module, the attention mechanism module and the series modules of

the two reduce the carbon emissions to 30.68kg respectively, which

shows that both the end-to-end framework and the attention

mechanism can recommend a better low-carbon solution, so as to

achieve the effect of reducing carbon emissions. In terms of the

action optimization rate, the baseline module only reached 79.62%.

When the end-to-end and attention modules are connected in

series, the action optimization rate rises to 93.21%, which is 13

percentage points higher. This shows that the end-to-end
TABLE 3 CE, ARA, ARR and AOR indicators based on different methods under the FIFA World Cup and IN-Game Soccer Event datasets.

Method

Datasets

FIFAWorld CupDataset Surendran et al. (2023) In-Game Soccer Event Dataset Akan and Varlı
(2023)

CE(kg) ARA(%) ARR(%) AOR(%) CE(kg) ARA(%) ARR(%) AOR(%)

Hoenig et al. (2023) 35.84 87.23 85.97 90.47 55.35 87.23 85.74 78.32

D’Hooghe et al. (2023) 46.94 79.51 77.02 85.74 60.82 85.71 83.96 78.92

Di Paolo et al. (2023) 36.11 78.12 76.20 91.60 37.42 79.36 78.09 88.67

Chinaglia et al. (2023) 51.09 89.07 87.13 79.05 39.98 78.94 77.31 83.14

Tianbo et al. (2023) 59.49 80.88 79.63 92.15 40.26 81.08 80.84 88.44

Liu et al. (2023) 43.63 82.96 80.07 81.52 59.54 89.42 87.68 82.74

Ours 32.08 95.34 93.66 94.62 33.49 94.95 92.67 94.86
FIGURE 7

Visualization of CE, ARA, ARR and AOR indicators based on different methods under FIFA World Cup and IN-Game Soccer Event datasets.
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TABLE 4 Training Time, Inference Time and Parameters indicators based on different methods under four data sets.

Datasets

all Tracking Dataset Diwan
et al. (2023)

FIFA World Cup Dataset Surendran
et al. (2023)

In-Game Soccer Event Dataset Akan
and Varlı (2023)

g
)

Inference
time(ms)

Parameters
(M)

Training
time(s)

Inference
time(ms)

Parameters
(M)

Training
time(s)

Inference
time(ms)

Parameters
(M)

191.85 397.49 47.88 200.94 329.29 56.87 180.61 332.83

165.45 303.22 61.11 170.14 331.65 59.07 164.13 339.51

191.45 386.25 61.81 180.48 366.43 63.41 203.71 394.61

209.06 351.34 59.57 168.46 347.64 56.17 160.92 343.08

176.75 344.94 66.52 145.34 370.99 49.25 153.65 351.32

193.36 376.74 57.05 162.11 364.44 65.89 155.23 374.94

118.62 300.07 46.09 119.83 295.46 48.87 121.16 301.51
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Method
SoccerNet Dataset Mkhallati et al.

(2023)
Footb

Training
time(s)

Inference
time(ms)

Parameters
(M)

Trainin
time(s

Hoenig et al.
(2023)

53.98 171.52 351.71 67.15

D’Hooghe
et al. (2023)

66.93 207.69 377.63 55.09

Di Paolo
et al. (2023)

55.98 185.98 355.24 61.49

Chinaglia
et al. (2023)

53.65 198.21 322.45 61.79

Tianbo et al.
(2023)

58.63 165.42 306.40 55.44

Liu et al.
(2023)

58.23 181.26 303.79 49.23

Ours 45.76 120.54 298.73 48.07
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framework can By making better use of carbon emission-related

feature information, the attention mechanism can automatically

focus on the key elements in the information, and the combination

of the two can achieve more accurate action recognition. It can be

seen that on different datasets, the proposed module has shown

good results in reducing carbon emissions and improving action

recognition and optimization, which verifies the effectiveness of the

method. Combining the results of multiple data sets, the fusion

application of end-to-end framework and attention mechanism

realizes the synergistic effect of carbon emission reduction and

sports performance improvement, and provides technical support

for the generation of carbon neutral strategies. We compared and

visualized the results in Table 5, as shown in Figure 9.

According to the statistical data of the impact of different

modules on model performance in Table 6, compared with only

using the baseline, the model’s action recognition accuracy rate
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ARA and action recognition recall rate ARR have been significantly

improved after adding each module, especially when the End to End

and attention modules work best. Specifically, on the four data sets,

the ARA and ARR are lower when using the baseline, about 80%

and 78%. After adding the ete module, ARA and ARR have a certain

increase, reaching 84-86% and 82-85%. Continuing to add the att

module can further increase the ARA and ARR to 86-92% and 94-

91%. When we connect the attention module and the End to End

module in series, the ARA and ARR are greatly improved, exceeding

93% and 92% on the four data sets. This fully proves that the

attention mechanism and the End to End model can help the model

pay more attention to key features, thereby significantly enhancing

the model’s action recognition and detection capabilities. From the

above analysis, it can be seen that the experiment shows that the

effect of connecting the ete and att modules in series is the best,

which verifies the advantages of the organic combination of the
FIGURE 8

Visualization of Training Time, Inference Time and Parameters indicators based on different methods under four data sets.
TABLE 5 CE and AOR indicators based on different modules under four data sets.

Module

Datasets

SoccerNet Dataset
Mkhallati et al. (2023)

Football Tracking
Dataset Diwan et al.

(2023)

FIFA World Cup Dataset
Surendran et al. (2023)

In-Game Soccer Event
Dataset Akan and Varlı

(2023)

CE(kg) AOR(%) CE(kg) AOR(%) CE(kg) AOR(%) CE(kg) AOR(%)

baseline 68.94 79.62 77.68 80.16 65.47 81.03 67.28 81.57

+ete 50.39 85.76 53.62 85.43 53.08 85.47 54.93 85.10

+att 40.67 90.57 38.53 90.79 42.58 89.14 39.07 87.41

+ete att 30.68 93.21 35.41 94.85 32.08 94.62 33.49 94.86
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modules, which can significantly improve the recognition accuracy

and detection recall rate of the model for different sports actions, so

that it can be more accurately recognized and detect different

actions. We compared and visualized the results in Table 6, as

shown in Figure 10.

According to the detailed statistical comparative analysis of the

data in Tables 2–6 in this section, the method proposed in this paper

shows significant advantages in many aspects compared with other

methods and different module combinations. Specifically, in terms of

the effect of carbon emission reduction, the proposed method can

significantly reduce the amount of calculation and memory access, and

reduce the carbon emission by more than 5–10kg, showing high

computational efficiency. In the aspect of motion detection and

recognition, the method has achieved the highest accuracy and recall

rate of motion recognition, and can detect and recognize different types

of motion more accurately. Judging from the effect of motion

prediction optimization, the method can also greatly improve the

accuracy of motion trajectory prediction by more than 3-5%. The
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 16
experimental results also show that adding different modules produces

a synergistic effect, among which the ete+att module has the best effect,

which can help the model focus more on key information. In addition,

the performance of the method is stable and consistent on multiple

datasets, which verifies the strong generalization ability of the model.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the effect of the method has

been verified through a large number of comparative experiments,

showing that it can obtain significant carbon emission reduction effects,

and comprehensively improve the performance of various aspects of

motion recognition and prediction, reaching the highest level, which

fully proves the proposed method. superiority.
5 Discussion

This chapter aims to comprehensively discuss the experimental

results obtained from our proposed carbon neutrality strategy based

on the end-to-end architecture and attention mechanism in the
TABLE 6 ARR and ARA indicators based on different modules under four data sets.

Module

Datasets

SoccerNet Dataset
Mkhallati et al. (2023)

Football Tracking
Dataset Diwan et al.

(2023)

FIFA World Cup Dataset
Surendran et al. (2023)

In-Game Soccer Event
Dataset Akan and Varlı

(2023)

ARA(%) ARR(%) ARA(%) ARR(%) ARA(%) ARR(%) ARA(%) ARR(%)

baseline 78.64 76.02 79.25 78.57 81.95 80.21 80.77 78.79

+ete 86.37 84.97 85.61 83.94 86.78 84.67 84.26 82.16

+att 90.28 88.95 86.71 84.98 92.42 90.84 90.76 88.73

+ete att 94.87 92.59 94.18 93.94 95.34 93.69 94.95 92.67
FIGURE 9

Visualization of CE and AOR indicators under four data sets based on different modules.
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context of football sports. We explore the practical application

effects of our approach and conduct an in-depth analysis of the

implications, advantages, and limitations of the research outcomes.

Additionally, we will provide insights into future improvements and

potential research extensions.

Through comparative experiments and analysis, we have observed

significant achievements with our carbon neutrality strategy in football

sports. Firstly, in terms of carbon emissions, our method successfully

reduces the carbon footprint and achieves the carbon neutrality goal.

Compared to traditional approaches, our end-to-end architecture

precisely identifies crucial carbon emission stages throughout the

football sports process and provides targeted optimization

suggestions,leading to a substantial reduction in carbon emissions;

Secondly, concerning ARA and ARR, our approach shows favorable

performance. By incorporating the attention mechanism, our model

comprehensively recognizes various football movements and

successfully captures all actual occurrences, thus improving the

precision and recall rates in action recognition tasks; Lastly, our

method further enhances the AOR by optimizing the sequence of

actions in football sports, thereby improving sports efficiency and

minimizing unnecessary carbon emissions.

We believe that our research holds significant significance and

contributions in the field of carbon neutrality in sports. Firstly, the

proposed end-to-end architecture provides novel insights and

approaches for carbon reduction. It not only accurately identifies key

carbon emission stages and offers targeted optimization suggestions but

also automatically adjusts sports parameters to adapt to different sports

scenarios and conditions, contributing positively to the sustainable

development and environmental protection of the sports industry;

Secondly, the introduction of the attention mechanism not only

achieves breakthroughs in carbon reduction but also enhances action

recognition performance, as well as improving the model’s robustness

and interpretability, providing valuable guidance for football sports
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 17
teaching and training. Importantly, our research provides beneficial

experiences and insights for the application of carbon neutrality

technology in other domains, with a positive societal impact on

advancing carbon neutrality goals.

Despite our remarkable results, there are some limitations. First,

in terms of dataset size, we only used a text dataset containing 20

different sports to train the model due to the limitations of existing

technologies. This may affect model generalization ability and

stability. In future work, we will expand the scale of the dataset and

consider more data sources and types to improve the adaptability of

the model; Secondly, in terms of practical application, our

experiments are still mainly carried out in a simulated

environment, and have not yet involved the actual application of a

real football game. Therefore, some challenges and difficulties may be

encountered in practical scenarios. In future work, we will strengthen

cooperation with sports professionals and combine actual football

game data to verify our carbon neutral strategy, so as to make it more

credible and practical. Moreover, our method still has room for

improvement in terms of the diversity and complexity of action

recognition. In future work, we will introduce more action types and

diversity, and consider more motion features and influencing factors

to improve the recognition ability of the model.

6 Conclusion

Our research focuses on achieving carbon neutrality in football

sports by reducing carbon emissions and enhancing sports

efficiency. Our proposed end-to-end architecture and attention

mechanism have demonstrated significant achievements. Our

approach successfully reduces carbon emissions, achieving carbon

neutrality. Furthermore, it showcases favorable performance in

terms of ARA and ARR, while also optimizing AOR for improved

sports efficiency.
FIGURE 10

Visualization of ARR and ARA indicators under four data sets based on different moduless.
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We believe that our research holds important significance and

contributions. Firstly, we provide novel insights and approaches for

carbon reduction, contributing positively to the sustainable

development and environmental protection of the sports industry;

Secondly, by introducing the attentionmechanism, we not only achieve

breakthroughs in carbon reduction but also enhance action recognition

tasks; Lastly, our research provides valuable experiences and insights

for the application of carbon neutrality technology in other domains.

However, acknowledging the limitations stemming from a

restricted dataset scale and incomplete action details, we plan to

expand the dataset and incorporate diverse data sources in future

work. Collaborating with sports professionals and validating our

strategy using real football match data remains a priority.

Additionally, we intend to encompass more action types, considering

various sports features and influencing factors.

We will continue to refine our study’s content. We are dedicated

to bridging the proposed carbon-neutral concept with actual sports

scenarios, thereby maximizing its practical implications. Through

this method, we believe we can offer a scientifically grounded

carbon emission reduction strategy for football while inspiring

carbon neutral research in other sports domains.

In summary, our research not only provides concrete

methodologies for achieving carbon neutrality in football sports but

also holds the potential to influence carbon reduction strategies across

various sectors. As we look forward, we remain committed to driving

positive change and sustainability in the realm of sports and beyond.
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